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Why do some wellness entrepreneurs get freedom, versatility and a wholesome income online —
while others get stuck spinning their wheels, never finding customers or generating sales? It’s
not really about who gets the best internet site, or who spends additional time on social mass
media.Streamline your online marketing, so you can spend much less time marketing, and more
time doing work you love!Wellpreneurs who find clients online have a system set up that others
don’t. If you’re a health coach, yoga teacher, fitness expert, nutritionist or additional wellness
professional, you’ll:Get total clarity on your own target market, which means you know exactly
who you’re serving (and why).Peek inside the businesses of successful wellpreneurs, to
understand how they grew profitable wellness businesses online. Wellpreneur is a guide to
nailing your specific niche market and finding more clients online, written just for wellness
entrepreneurs. This system brings even more of the proper people to your site, and turns them
into spending clients.Learn the proved five-step Organic Growth System to draw in ideal leads to
your site and change them into paying customers. It’s this tested, step-by-step system you’ll
learn in this book. The secret is in the system.
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I felt like We had no direction Listen, I by no means write reviews in Amazon, but I felt I acquired
to with this book.. GET THIS BOOK, Y'ALL. Awesome stuff here!", "don't forget about social press!
Also the action items are key to greatly help identify and execute an idea. But with Wellpreneur,
Amanda breaks things down into baby steps that truly MAKE SENSE and aren't challenging or
vague. Due to her podcast, I was able to take my health coaching practice to Bali, meet various
other location independent health coaches and be inspired and assured that running on web
business as a health coach is possible. But now, Personally i think like I can actually sharpen my
focus, gain traction with having to pay clients, and not be extremely unpleasant trying to create
self-indulgent photo shoots on Instagram or paying for Google Ads.All this after only 40 pages. I
cannot wait to end and start implementing. I could already feel that Amanda's going to help my
business become an actual business once I'm completed. All that "just start! Finally get regular
ideal clients for your wellness business from online marketing I have known Amanda for quite
some time via an Entrepreneur community and her Wellpreneur podcast and FB group. She is an
expert at helping Wellness focused business market successfully online. And she's poured all
that expertise and knowledge into this publication.The book is quite clearly organized right into a
step by step plan to create your internet marketing. Whether you have a normal yoga studio,
body work practice or need to focus on a pure online health education niche. Very useful!When
you have any kind of wellness or wellness business and want more or better clients then this
publication is for you personally. And Amanda can help you conquer them and keep moving. She
also shares her own early business errors to help you avoid repeating them. So much juicy
information that will help build your business.The book has a special symbol (an exclamation
mark in a circle) for these types of common fears and blocks with advertising. Want a steady
blast of clients for your online health training business? Buy this book! Every health trainer,
whether just graduating IIN or HCI, or that has been in the game a while, should read this
reserve. I have listened to Amanda's podcast for 2+ years and it provides helped in so many
methods. Having my own fitness blog, attempting and failing at public media, I felt like I had no
direction. Don't know where to start? Great job Amanda! Amanda lays out a clear route for
health instructors to find clients on the web (as opposed to local talks and meet-ups). If you
aren't getting consistent clients and you wish to be capable to run your wellbeing coaching
business online, this is actually the book for you personally. Amanda keeps the methods simple,
clear and encourages you on the way. I really enjoyed this since it gave me the framework to
start what I’ve been thinking about doing for some time now.I really like how actionable this
reserve is. It gives you obvious and concise actionable steps. A bit of the puzzle that a lot of
books miss the mark on.Her publication is a step-by-step guide that starts with two great topics.
Your eyesight and how to pick your specific niche market. If you're in the health and wellness
field you know how hard this step alone can be. A good read. It quickly gets you from the I can't
begin mode and can help you nail down the place to start.Are you confused about advertising?I
was thus excited to listen to that Amanda was writing a book and boy will she deliver! Need help
with e-mail lists, e-mail campaigns, opt-in gifts, nurture sequences, creating content material
(like sites), editorial calendars, promoting, interpersonal media and even more?Chapters include
all the key steps in an online marketing system to regularly bring you new clients:* Finding your
Specific niche market* What problem you solve* How to create digital items and services*
Ananda's Organic Growth Program* Developing you Email List* Picking your Opt-In Present*
What Content to Write for your website* How exactly to promote yourself* Lead nurturingThe
book also included research study interviews with many wellness companies and there are
reward sound recordings and other equipment from the book on the book website. I pay



attention to the podcast and think its great and the book doesn't let you down either.This is a
book I'll use over and over even as I continue to grow my health coaching business. It's highly
recommended. I am systems girl and think that systems in truth give you freedom. A Must-Have
for just about any Solopreneur! I unquestionably love Amanda and her podcast, which includes
helped me tremendously in staying motivated. So I really was excited when I noticed she was
writing a book. I'm SO pumped up and excited for this calendar year and can't wait around to
observe how my business grows after implementing Amanda's guidance from this book. And this
book showed me how! Now I've a clear knowledge of where in fact the gaps are in my business.
I'm still reading the publication because I want to put into action everything for my life coaching
business. One can literally spend times and weeks trying to "amount it out" (trust me) but this
reserve lays it all out – it's straightforward, uplifting, and inspiring. I'm a fresh solopreneur and
also have been seeking assistance as I've been struggling to find clients online and was beginning
to feel stuck. She found it useful This book was a gift so I am just repeating what the person
considered it. She found it very helpful as she experienced no idea whatsoever of how exactly to
start it (didn't even understand about websites). Talking about niches she not only explains how
to find your specific niche market but why this is essential and common fears business owners
have to restricting their marketing to 1 niche and one issue. I loved the tips, techniques, and
logical strategy she uses. What I really love is that the knowledge doesn't stay static in the book,
she offers you bonus parts, classes, and social media interaction. The knowledge of the book is
just about everywhere. She does what she teaches, so you can see the overall instantly!. I really
like her simple way for choosing your niche. super useful this book breaks it down by each step.I
must say i loved all the interviews with successful wellpreneurs peppered through the entire
book.", "find your target market! I really like how actionable this publication is Amanda Cook's
new book "Wellpreneur: THE BEST Guide for Wellness Entrepreneurs to Nail Your Specific niche
market and Find Clients Online is THE guide for wellness experts. I reside in an area where
health and wellness jobs are nonexistent, so I needed to find some way to thrive and make my
level worth it. However, I had the biggest "aha" moment a quarter way through the publication
and it only got better from there! Great action items Great tales about the struggle of creating a
health business online that my co-workers and I identify with." advice isn't helpful or actionable,
in my opinion. not up to objectives. I'm only 40 webpages in, but I've already learned more than
any other "entrepreneurial/begin your business" reserve has offered. Excellent. seems to be
created more for wellness in the united kingdom vs. US. Good material Gives good, sound
suggestions for wellpreneurs looking to start their business.
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